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with the eyes CLOSED! Much more effective progress is made with diagonals, loops and
circles. Even “writing” in cursive! Or, use a clear plastic overlay to draw out mazes, and have
the child follow the maze.
Pitch-Back. Basically, a net mounted on springs inside a square frame, it returns beanbags
thrown at it, often with a lot of energy! The child can do this without intense adult interaction,
and it is FUN!
Vis-a-vis Pursuits. The child holds a pen or pencil with its tip within an inch of the tip of a pen
or pencil held by you. The child attempts to keep the tip of his/her pen within an inch of yours,
while you move yours in smooth, but erratic patterns. It is important for the child's head to
remain still, while the EYES follow the movement of the pen.
Roll-Bounce-Toss. With a SOFT rubber ball, sit on the floor facing each other. Begin by
rolling the ball back and forth. Remember, the eye being trained is LEARNING to track
objects, so it is important to start below the child's normal skill level. When this becomes easy
for the child, toss the ball so that it bounces several times on its way to the child. As skill
increases, decrease the number of bounces, until only one bounce is needed. Then toss in a
high arc. At this point, the “reference points” of the floor are lost, which makes this a more
challenging developmental step. The reason for using a very SOFT ball will become apparent.
The game “Operation,” in which toy “organs” must be guided through a maze with a magnet.
The same principle is true for any mazes, including those in books of puzzles and mazes.
Interlocking picture puzzles. The similarly-shaped pieces demand visual discrimination of
shape and size, as well as color. Puzzles are useful, as long as there is a competitive
atmosphere. No “woolgathering” should be allowed, since this reduces the effectiveness of the
activity.
Egg Races. Holding a HARD-BOILED egg in a spoon, race through a safety-designed
obstacle course, trying to break the old speed record, without breaking any eggs.
The card game “Concentration.” This game of memory demands visual recognition of shape
and visual memory of location.
Hopscotch, Jump Rope, Tee Ball, or any number of games can be played while “patched.” OF
course, safety is always a concern, so no risky activities should be attempted (riding a bicycle
on a street share by autos, for instance).
Reading and writing activities are also somewhat helpful, especially when the parent is unable
to participate in shared activities.
Video games are of only limited value, since no “real-world” hand-eye coordination is required.
Some progress may come from their use, if parental involvement is not possible.

